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We All Deserve Justice and
Respect

The issues of inequality between men
and women cause large challenges at hand
which are all interconnected with societies
issues. The concepts of feminist theory and
ideas all relate to the ideas of gender
equality and justice, which advocates
to end these inequalities and discrimination
against women and people of color.
Feminists can be anyone who fight for
equal rights and justice between people
across all identities. Whether that is from
race, ethnicity, religion, gender, class,
nationality, disability, or anything that
makes a part of your identity, you are
advocating for justice. With this sense, it is
important to respect people even when you
do not agree with them because that is fair
for everyone and allows us to have equal
opportunities for our well-beings.

With respect at hands, it is totally
alright to not agree with everyone
because we all have our own
perspectives. On the contrary, it is
not okay to cause violence or hate
towards people you do not agree
with because that does not solve
problems. Feminists who are antimen or think they are better than
everyone else is of concern and
should not be approaching their
rights with anger. It is important to
be open-minded and understand
that everyone has their own life and
that we all need our space to
communicate with one another for
our needs. The term "feminism"
simply is a fight for justice and
respect for all people no matter who
they are.

Guys and Girls, This is
Your Herstory!

The term 'feminism' is a word that not
everyone understands. It is simply a term that
advocates justice for both men and women. It
means that we all respect and love one another
for who we are. It means that we as humans are
treated fairly and are not abused or mistreated
no matter the circumstances that life holds for
us. There is no hate or violence, furthermore
both men and women deserve equality in
opportunities and respect as a human being.

On behalf of positive change, we need to
act on giving everyone the life they deserve. In
the Declaration of Independence, it states that
we are all ensured "Life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness". This means that
everyone has the right to life in this world and
have rights to make their own choices. We as
humans in this society need to end all of the
violence, hatred, and oppression we create on
this planet by ensuring love and peace within
us all that is natural to the Earth we all live on.

Politics may get into many social issues and
concerns within society that does cause
corruptness, and all sorts of violence and hate. The
important thing is to know who you are and what is
true to yourself. Holding your values and knowing
what you stand for is what really matters. Your
identity and values make up who you are, so
explore how history has changed over time and
learn how to make positive change that is for a
better future.

Know your history of feminism and
societal issues so that you can take part in
changing the corruptness of society and
transform that into justice for all men and
women. Be wise and knowledgeable in the
needs of this world because our futures
depend on us youth.
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The advocacy for justice between men and
women, in which we are all treated fairly and
have equal access to opportunities.
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Feminism' s Flower Through
Time
Movement 1
The fight for women' s suffrage and
equality of women at the Seneca Falls
Convention

Movement 5For our Futures
The future is now. Because
we are the future feminists who
are able to create change for a
better and more peaceful world.

Movement 4

Movement 2
Fight for women' s liberation of societal
roles and creation of the Equal Rights
Amendment

The movements
of
Feminism

#MeToo Movement

Movement 3
Fight for women of color and the
Women's March movement

A Deeper Look into Each Pedal Thru
Feminism
Movement 1
The fight for women' s suffrage and
equality of women at the Seneca Falls
Convention

The movements
of
Feminism

Flying Thru with a
Brief History
In 1848, the Seneca Falls Convention took
place where approximately 200 women fought for
their rights to vote in various types of protests.
The movement was advocated for white women's
suffrage and the 19th Amendment granted their
rights to vote in 1920.

Growing to
Become

Reflect: How has your life story and challenges
shaped how you have grown to become?

A Deeper Look into Each Pedal
Thru Feminism
Movement 2
Fight for women' s liberation of
societal
roles and creation of the Equal
Rights
Amendment

The movements
of
Feminism

Flying Thru

Between 1963 through 1980,
women fought for liberation of
societal roles and sexism through
wage gaps based on sex. The
Equal Rights Amendment and
Equal Pay Act were granted to
push equality between men and
women along with their pay,

Growing to Become
Activity:
Journal down all of the
people who have helped
shape you become who you
are.

A Deeper Look into Each Pedal
Thru Feminism
Movement 3
Fight for women of color and the
Women's March movement
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Growing to Become
What are the good and bad things
that have helped shape your identity? How can
you grow to become a better person?

A Deeper Look into Each Pedal
Thru Feminism
Movement 4
#MeToo Movement

The movements
of
Feminism
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Growing to Become
Think about your beliefs and values. List
some down that are most important
to you.

A Deeper Look into Each Pedal
Thru Feminism
Movement 5
The future is now. Because
we are the future feminists who
are able to create change for a
better and more peaceful world.

The movements
of
Feminism
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Growing to Become

If you were to be a famous leader,
what would you be known for? How would
you impact the lives of others?

Inspiring Women/Feminists

Gloria Steinmen
Mary Wollstonecraft

Greta Thunberg

christine de pizane

Kimberle Crenshaw

Women Willing to Rise Are Beyond Equal

Because if we believe in
ourselves,
We can overcome anything

A Viewpoint From Women of Color
Q and A from Women and Gender Studies Major:

Interested in feminism at a young age and

took it as general ed course. It is applicable
Why did you choose to major in Women and Gender
to everyday life and the content was so
Studies?
relevant to real life. Women and gender

studies are concepts and theories that are

applicable.

Mentor who protects culture and community and

What or who has inspired
best friend and little sister. They inspire as they are

you throughout your journey
changing with healing and love. Women of color

as a feminist?

feminists and theorists are also an inspiration.

Why do you consider yourself a feminist

The aspects throughout a life of immigrants and

and what specific aspects do you feel

life systems have made physical and emotional

contribute in strengthening your feminist

abuse. So, I am an abolitionist and decolonizing

viewpoints?

feminist who is anti-sexist and anti-racist for

justice.

A Viewpoint From Women of Color
Q and A from Women and Gender Studies Major:

The question to black women: are you choosing
Throughout your life, how has being a women of

color impacted you as a feminist and how has it

shaped your life story?

the women’s movement or the black movement

too? The intersectionalities of women issues are

important to be aware of as well.

How have you been empowered as a woman and

Empowered in other spaces with other people

what has motivated you to stand for women’s

who have done work. In this space is love,

justice?

community and connections that are

empowering. This is either our lives and

community, or nothing.

How do you feel women have progressed

In the U.S, California, women couldn’t vote or

throughout feminist movements and what do

own property, and being able to shift this has

you think are some pros and cons?

enabled us to be liberated.

Young People Willing to Make Change
Q&A
What does feminism mean to you?

"Empowering women and acknowledging all women’s rights"

"The concept that women of feminine people are equal to men and masculine figures."

I think a lot of feminists preach that feminine people are better than men

and call that feminism which is wrong because feminism is about showing

how feminine people are equal to everyone else without belittling the other

gender.

What do you know about feminism?

What does it mean to be
empowered as a woman and how
can we as young women empower
one another?

"People have been fighting with it for a long time and it

unites women and feminine figures together. "

"" To empower women means to give them opportunities to hold all kinds

of positions in society as opposed to assign women specific roles based

How has your identity (race, ethnicity, gender)
impacted your roles in society? What are some
specific examples/encounters of societal struggles?

on their gender."

I think one of the most looked down up identities in society it women of

color because not only are they of color which is a minority itself but

they are also women so they are seen as weak. This causes them to not

Since my ethnicity, in the US, is a minority it gives me the role to educate a lot of people in my

be given chances and opportunities just because of the way they look.

To know that you have the same abilities and potential as
community about my culture. An example of societal struggle for me is stereotypes for middle

eastern and the fact that there aren’t many people in my community who have the same cultural

everyone else, and encouraging the future generation to grow

morals as me or my culture.

up without the stigma around empowered women.

We are the FUTURE Feminists

Change is
powerful.
We just
need faith,
hope, and
love to
change the
world into a
better place
of peace
and
harmony. for
all men and
women.

